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Azure Architect / DevOps Engineer
Karrierszint:
Szerződés típusa:
Helyszín:
Pályázat határideje:
Szükséges szakmai tapasztalat:
Munkakörhöz szükséges utazás:
Szükséges nyelvismeret:

Középfokú végzettség
Teljes munkaidő - Határozatlan idejű
Budapest

Feladat

Profil

Your tasks / responsibilities are strongly depending
on your seniority level and Azure experience (juniors
are welcome as well)

Technical skills

Depending on the stakeholder’s current
journey to the cloud, consulting about
complex and challenging architectural
scenarios based on their business and
technical requirements
Developing manual and automated
landscape deployments and validations,
integrating with CI/CD pipelines
Participating in planning of migrations and
supporting migration engineers, coordinating
different tasks and teams during the
migrations
Cooperating and orchestrating within
different teams
Writing HLD and LLD plans for upcoming
projects
Covering cost optimization topics by
automating

Hands-on experience with Azure services
(IaaS, PaaS, SaaS etc.)
Deep understanding of basic infrastructure /
public cloud elements such: hybrid cloud,
networking, identity management, security,
databases (NoSQL), networking, operating
systems
Strong communication / presentation / white
boarding skills
Scripting / Programming background
(PowerShell, Perl, JSON, microservices,
serverless architectures)
DevOps mindset
Demonstrating knowledge by holding Proof
Of Concepts, presenting on public events

Education
Bachelor degree

Certifications
Azure Solutions Architect
Optional - Azure DevOps Engineer

Soft skills
Fluent English
Good team player
Eager to learn new technology skills and
pass certifications

Agile way of thinking
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Rólunk

Kapcsolat

Present in the market under the Deutsche Telekom
IT Solutions brand name, IT-Services Hungary (ITSH)
is a subsidiary of the Deutsche Telekom Group and
is the largest ICT employer in Hungary. Established
in 2006, the company provides a wide portfolio of IT
and telecommunications services with more than
4500 employees. ITSH was awarded with the Best in
Educational Cooperation prize by HIPA in 2019,
acknowledged as one of the most attractive
workplaces by PwC Hungary’s independent survey
and rewarded with the title of the Most Ethical
Multinational Company in 2019. The company
continuously develops its four sites in Budapest,
Debrecen, Pécs and Szeged and is looking for skilled
IT professionals to join its team.

Can we help you?

E-Mail: myhr_recruitment@telekom.com

